Five-Coordinate Intermediates in Carbon–Carbon Reductive Elimination Reactions from Pt(IV)
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Reductive elimination is a fundamental organometallic reaction and often serves as the critical product release step in homogeneously catalyzed organic reactions and metal-mediated stoichiometric transformations.1 Although numerous studies of the mechanisms of C–C and C–H reductive elimination reactions have been carried out, it remains a challenge to predict whether such reactions will occur directly or require ancillary ligand loss or even ligand association prior to the reductive coupling.1–3 A better understanding of the preferences for these different pathways is vital to current efforts toward rational catalyst design.

In virtually all studies of reductive elimination reactions which form alkyl C–C and C–H bonds from octahedral Pt(IV) complexes, mechanistic evidence has supported preliminary ligand loss and the generation of a five-coordinate intermediate prior to the elimination.3–5 However, since all the compounds investigated have contained at least one ligand capable of facile dissociation (e.g. Pr₃, halide), it is not clear how strong the preference is for coupling to occur from a five-coordinate intermediate. To explore the possibility of direct reductive elimination from a six-coordinate species, we have examined the thermal reactivity of the Pt(IV) complexes (dppe)PtMe₂(1), (dppb)PtMe₂(2), and (dppe)PtMe₂-Et(3)³. The chelate effect inhibits the formation of five-coordinate intermediates via phosphine dissociation. Complexes 1–3 are unusually robust for Pt(IV) phosphine alkyl compounds.³,4 ¹ has been reported to be indefinitely stable in solution at ambient temperature³ and we have observed similar behavior for 2 and 3. Temperatures in excess of 150 °C are required to induce the reductive elimination of ethane from 1. Reported herein is an investigation of the mechanism of C–C reductive elimination from 1, a Pt(IV) complex in which ligand dissociation should be substantially suppressed.

The thermolysis of 1 in solution required a period of days at 165 °C to obtain quantitative conversion to (dppe)PtMe₂(4) and ethane.⁹ The reaction exhibited first-order kinetic behavior (kobs = 4.2 ± 0.1 × 10⁻⁶ s⁻¹ in benzene-d₆; kobs = 3.2 ± 0.1 × 10⁻⁶ s⁻¹ in THF-d₆). Activation parameters of ΔH* = 43 ± 2 kcal/mol and ΔS* = 15 ± 4 eu were calculated using rate constants measured in benzene-d₆ over a temperature range of 165–205 °C.¹⁰ To examine the possibility of an intermolecular mechanism for reductive elimination, a crossover study was performed in which an equimolar mixture of 1 and (dppe)Pt(CO)₃(1-d₂) in benzene-d₆ was heated at 165 °C for slightly more than one half-life (50 h). Analysis by mass spectrometry revealed that the gaseous products consisted of CH₃CH₃ and CD₃CD₃ (<4%; CH₄–CD₃). No scrambling of deuterium within the unreacted Pt(IV) species was observed. The Pt(II) products, however, were shown to be a mixture of 4, 4-d₃, and 4-d₄ by ¹³C NMR spectroscopy.¹¹ That this scrambling occurs after the reductive elimination was confirmed by a separate experiment in which the thermolysis of a mixture of 4 and 4-d₄ in benzene-d₆ at 165 °C for 12 h generated a significant amount of 4-d₁. Exchange of alkyl groups among d₈M(II) (M = Pt, Pd) complexes has been reported.¹² The results of the crossover experiment are inconsistent with C–C reductive elimination proceeding by an intermolecular mechanism (pathway A in Scheme 1). It is considerably more difficult to distinguish between the possible intramolecular mechanisms of direct reductive elimination (pathway B) and predissociation of one end of the phosphine chelate¹³ followed by reductive elimination from a five-coordinate species (pathway C). These are kinetically indistinguishable and the measured activation parameters are compatible with either. However, strong support for phosphine dissociation (pathway C) is provided by thermolysis of (dppb)PtMe₂(2).³ With a benzene backbone, dppbz is a more rigid diphosphine chelate than dppe and is expected to have a smaller propensity for chelate opening.¹⁴,¹⁵ Complex 2 was heated at 165 °C in THF-d₄ and after 300 h had

Scheme 1

(10) Eyring and kinetic plots provided in Supporting Information.
(11) ¹³C NMR (CDCl₃); 4 (δ 47.35, J₁₂₋₁₃ = 1779 Hz); 4-d₁ (δ 47.49, J₁₂₋₁₃ = 1769 Hz). The signals were not baseline separated and integration was not feasible.
(15) The bite angles for dppe and dppb are similar (85° and 83°, respectively).
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proceeded to only 4% conversion. For comparison, 4% conversion of 1 (a first-order process) would require only ca. 3.5 h under the same conditions. Thus, replacement of dppe with the more rigid chelate dppbz significantly inhibits the rate of ethane elimination.

Predissociation of the dppe phosphine linkage from Pt(IV) was shown to be kinetically competent in the Pt(IV) C=C reductive elimination reaction by examination of the thermal behavior of the trimethylsilyl analogue, (dppe)PtMe₂Et (3). This compound provided the potential for β-hydride elimination to compete with or even eclipse C=C reductive elimination under thermolysis conditions. As β-hydride elimination is known to require an open coordination site at the metal center, the observation of such reactivity for 3 would imply that phosphine dissociation is occurring on the time scale of the reaction or faster.

Complex 3 (as a nonequilibrium mixture of fac and mer isomers) was prepared by the reaction of EtMgBr and (dppe)PtMe₂I in toluene and isolated in low yield after extensive purification procedures. Pt=C bond cleavage processes were not observed until 3 was heated above 100 °C in benzene-d₆. Such thermal stability is unusual for a Pt(IV) ethyl complex, and is undoubtedly related to the absence of an easily accessible open coordination site at the metal. When heated to 165 °C in benzene-d₆, 3 undergoes reaction to form the organic products ethylene, methane, propane, and ethane, and the Pt(II) products (dppe)PtMe₂ (4) and (dppe)PtMeEt (5). The disappearance of 3 is a first-order process with kₐ = (1.2 ± 0.1) × 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹ at 165 °C. The yields of 4 and 5 are 91% and 4%, respectively. The organic products were identified by ¹H NMR and GC/MS and the ratio of ethylene to propane to ethane was 75:18:7 (GC analysis).

The mechanism that most reasonably accounts for the observed organic and Pt(II) products from thermolysis of 3 is depicted in Scheme 2. Preliminary dissociation of a phosphine chelate arm is followed by competitive β-hydride elimination and C=C reductive elimination from the five-coordinate intermediate. The β-hydride elimination path leads to ethylene and (dppe)PtMe₂H. This Pt(IV) alkyl hydride would be expected to undergo rapid reductive elimination of methane at 165 °C and so should not be observed. The C=C reductive elimination pathways proceed to ethane and propane. The majority of 3 proceeds via β-hydride elimination and propane reductive elimination as evidenced by the high yield of (dppe)PtMe₂ (4) and the significant production of ethylene and propane. The minor ethane reductive elimination pathway gener-
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(16) Thermolyses of 2 were carried out in the presence of 2% cross-linked polyvinylpyridine (PVP, an acid scavenger). In the absence of PVP, greater initial reactivity was observed with the amount dependent on sample (after 100 h, 9–17% conversion). With continued heating, thermolyses without PVP distinctly slowed (from 100 to 500 h, only 5–13% conversion). A trace Lewis acid impurity in 2 (consumed over time or scavenged by PVP) is suspected. The addition of PVP had no effect on the thermolysis rate of 1.


(18) (a) Yields were measured by integration against an internal standard in the ¹H NMR spectrum. The remaining 5% may be accounted for by some decomposition of 5 to intractable Pt(0). (b) Small amounts of 1 (2–5%) were present in the samples of 3. However, only 15% of 1 had reacted after the thermolysis of 3 was complete (12 h), so the contribution was negligible. Studies to further investigate the importance of five-coordinate intermediates in C=C and C=H reductive elimination from d⁶ octahedral complexes are underway in our laboratory. The use of both different metals and ligand sets may change the energy barriers associated with the strong five-coordinate preference.
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